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islam new world encyclopedia - islam arabic al isl m obediance or submission to god is a monotheistic faith one of the
abrahamic religions and the world s second largest religion many muslims dislike the term religion since to them it implies a
private faith whereas the ideal for most muslims is a community in which the religious social and political are united,
catholic encyclopedia mohammed and mohammedanism islam - mohammed the praised one the prophet of islam and
the founder of mohammedanism was born at mecca 20 august a d 570 arabia was then torn by warring factions the tribe of
fihr or quarish to which mohammed belonged had established itself in the south of hijas hedjaz near mecca which, sultan
islamic links discover islam muslim people holy - discover islam the islamic religion islam holy book muhammad muslim
people and more, islam in india new world encyclopedia - islam in india constitutes the second most practiced religion
after hinduism with approximately 151 million muslims in india s population as of 2007 according to government census
2001 i e 13 4 percent of the population currently india has the third largest population of muslims in the world after indonesia
and pakistan islam in india has had a fascinating and powerful impact, islam rituals world body funeral life customs islam is an arabic word meaning surrender or submission it is a faith that encompasses approximately one fifth of humanity
its adherents reside in almost every country of the world and comprise majorities in large segments of africa the middle east
the indian subcontinent and asia, 235 growth rate islam is not the fastest growing - encyclopedia of islam myths islam is
not the fastest growing religion in the world islam is the dominant religion of the third world where the birth rate is high,
caliphate history definition britannica com - caliphate caliphate the state comprising the muslim community in the
centuries after the death of muhammad ruled by a caliph arabic khalifah successor the caliphate grew rapidly during its first
two centuries dynastic struggles later caused its decline and it ceased to exist as an effective institution in the 13th century
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